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W e l c o m e  L e t t e r  

Hi! My name is Jacky, and I am the head chair for Berkeley Venture Capital. I'm 

currently a junior at Cal studying Computer Science, and one of my passions outside of 

school is looking at startups and the entrepreneurial world. BVC held its inaugural 

session two years ago at BMUN 64, and based on the feedback and suggestions, I've 

decided to bring it back better than ever. I have been involved in MUN for over 7 

years, and I've enjoyed the experience of unique committees like this the most. 

Outside of academics, I enjoy doing things I never get enough of, such as food and 

sleep, as well as engaging in all kinds of sports, from basketball to tennis to skiing. I'm 

super excited for conference, and particularly this committee, and I can't wait to meet 

you! 

Hyunwook Kim is a third year student at Berkeley studying Business 

Administration. For BMUN 66, in addition to working as the club’s Special Events 

officer, he will be on the dais for Berkeley Venture Capital (BVC). He is excited to 

explore how businesses can address pressing global issues and is eagerly awaiting the 

innovative pitches the BVC delegates will come up with. Outside of BMUN, he enjoy 

traveling and spending time with friends. 

Neha is a freshman at Cal, intending to major in Business Administration with a 

minor in Public Policy. She did MUN and debated for 4 years, and is now super excited 
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to chair and help run a conference that she attended several times as a delegate. In her 

free time, she likes to watch basketball (go warriors!), drink excessive amounts of 

coffee, and spend time with friends. She can't wait to meet everyone and hear some 

innovative and exciting business plans in the spring! 

 

Good luck with your research!  Please let us know if you have any questions.   

 

Jacky Tian 

Head Chair, Berkeley Venture Capital 

Berkeley Model United Nations, Sixty-Sixth Session 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD: 

THE CRISIS OF MOBILITY 
 

Welcome to Berkeley Venture Capital 

 

Whether you have participated in MUN or not prior to this conference, you will 

find that this committee is run a bit differently from the typical structure of MUN.  The 

topic for this committee is extremely broad within a narrow space. What that means is 

you are free to innovate and explore new ideas within the space of mobility. The aim of 

this topic and committee is for you to experience a new approach to tackling an 

existing issue in the developing world - The Crisis of Mobility.  

Throughout developing areas of the world, transportation and mobility are often 

extremely difficult because of the scarcity in infrastructure and technology. The lack of 

vehicles, roads, and other modern implementations have always been an issue in these 

areas, but has recently become a dire crisis as newer technologies and international aid 

all require some form of transportation in order to achieve implementation. For 

example, transportation is a crucial component to many UN and NGO aid tactics, as 

well as communication with outside sources.  
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You need to come up with some innovative solution that ameliorates the 

mobility situation, while keeping in mind the complex situation of politics, finance, 

geography, and local acceptance. Instead of simply typing out a resolution, you will 

carry out the creation of an actual company, from ideation to strategy to finance. 

Ultimately, your goal is to come up with a solution to the issue, research what it will 

take to implement your idea, pitch it to the dais, and hopefully receive funding, in 

which you will use to continue expand the operations of your solution. With funding, 

you will then be able to purchase limited resources, which will not only further your 

product or solution, but also give you an edge over competitors who may no longer 

have access to these resources. 
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Committee Structure 

 

Who we are (the dais) 
Berkeley Venture Capital Firm, seeking to invest in new companies that will 

create positive impact in developing areas of the world.  Picture the investors from 

Shark Tank - that’s basically us! 

Our role: Based on your pitches from each funding round, we will invest money 

in your company.  Your goal is to take that money and continue innovating with it, 

round after round. We will also be providing constructive feedback on your company or 

project as we see fit throughout committee. Investment doesn’t mean just investment 

of money, but also investment of time and assistance. We will be providing expert 

advice on how to improve your idea. 

 

Who you are (the delegates) 
Entrepreneurs and visionaries who see the future of their industries and are 

prepared to take bold risks to seek new and innovative solutions to problems in the 

developing world. 

Your role: To collectively come up with an initial idea and business model, and 

to execute your start-up with the funding you receive throughout different rounds. 
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Flow of Events 
Delegates come in with ideas of companies they can create, which they will have 

outlined in their position papers. Custom position paper guidelines are available on our 

committee page at bmun.org/committees/bvc.  Based on initial breakout sessions and 

unmoderated caucuses, delegates will begin to form teams (3-4) with people that have 

similar goals or ideas as them.  Teams will each create business and execution plans 

and will pitch their ideas to the dais.  With the funding they are offered by the dais, 

teams will continue to create new initiatives, or build on existing ones, limited only by 

the funding they have.  Teams will then pitch again to the dais to explain the updates, 

and hopefully receive new rounds of funding to continue the cycle.  In between the 

rounds, the dais will introduce crises that teams will have to adapt to and collaborate 

on.  The structure of the committee is based on a perpetuated unmoderated caucus, 

with occasional moderated caucuses to present updates and constructively collaborate 

with other teams. 
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Topic: Mobility 

 

With all the innovation that has happened in the developing areas of the world, 

a field that is still lagging behind is the idea of mobility. Mobility is defined as the 

ability to move, and for the purpose of this committee, we will define it as physical 

movement such as transportation, delivery, and travel. This can relate to anything from 

bikes to jetpacks to walking - whatever is related to physical movement moving. 

As you will later glimpse in the case studies, different regions have different 

barriers to mobility. Certain regions may have an underdeveloped road infrastructure, 

whereas certain regions may deal with highly dense populations. As determined by the 

World Bank, “one billion people in low-income countries still lack access to an all-

weather road. In many cities, time lost to congestion erodes prosperity. High mobility 

costs cut the disposable income of the poor who often lack reliable and affordable 

public transportation” (World Bank). Obviously, no idea is going to be able to solve all 

of the obstacles at once, and it is probably in your best interest to narrow down 

specifically which barrier you are going to target. There are many aspects to consider, 

such as distance, affordability, gender and socioeconomic differences in the transport 

experience, and many others 
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We will address distinct issues in long distance or inter-community travel, 

personal mobility, and some of the specific issues faced by people seeking to use 

these types of transportation. We will also be exploring some of the drawbacks and 

considerations you should keep in mind for transportation innovation, such as 

environmental, economic, and health drawbacks. 

 

Transport Mobility 
 

While a lot of the issues with transportation mobility that you will encounter in 

your research will pertain to public transportation systems, it’s important to remember 

that you will be acting as a private entity within the committee. You may sell to 

governments or seek partnerships with them, but you are a private profit-seeking 

organization. That being said, issues within transport mobility can be divided into two 

large categories: urban and rural.  

The main challenges to urban transportation development are “rapid 

urbanization, an increase in motorization, low quality public transport, lack of 

hierarchical highway, road and street systems, poor non-motorized transport (NMT) 

infrastructure, lack of resources, and people, institutions, and [money]” (O’Neill 8). No 

solution can address all of these issues in the development of strong transportation 
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systems, but your company may attempt to alleviate the drawbacks from the current 

state of transportation. 

The world is urbanizing, or moving to cities, at a startling rate, which means that 

more people are living closer to one another than ever. As you can see in Figure 1 

below, as the global population grows, the urban population is growing and the rural 

population is declining. 

 

Figure 1: Global population trends, 1950 to 2030 projection. Graphic incorrectly denotes the 

population numbers as thousands, should say billions. 

 

 This demographic shift creates needs for policy responses in the public sector 

and innovation in the private sector. One solution to unreliable public transportation 
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and inconsistent service is a private service you might be familiar with: ridesharing. 

Uber and Lyft have completely changed the landscape of major world cities like San 

Francisco. In San Francisco, Uber and Lyft account for “6.5 percent of total weekday 

vehicle miles in the city. When only considering trips that start or end within the 

city...ride-hail vehicles amount to a fifth of all vehicle miles” (Said). However, 

innovations like these are more suited to affluent areas where people can afford to pay 

$7 for a ride between two points that are three miles apart. Affordability is a huge 

constraint on the use of transportation systems, whether they be public or private, and 

cause major liability issues. In 2013, Brazil’s largest cities, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, 

saw massive protests over increases in bus fares; these were also tied to accusations of 

corruption in the national and local governments, as well as protests against the 

conditions of the transportation many people were forced to endure. More recently, 

ridesharing giant Uber has been thrown into a legal dispute over the employment 

status of their drivers. Are drivers independent contractors or employees? Drivers “are 

arguing that...Uber in fact behaves like an employer. Drivers are therefore entitled to 

benefits that the law guarantees to employees, which Uber currently does not provide” 

(Ben-Shahar). The decision has major implications for their business model, as this 

would change the legal protections of their drivers around the world and would 

obligate them to provide more benefits to their drivers. 
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Transportation is so important to the success of individuals and the state 

because of its relationship to work. Due to suburbanization and the increasing sprawl of 

urban zones, most people don’t live near where they work, and require time to 

commute between home and work. Study after study has found that “there is a 

noticeable decline in health and well being if you have a longer commute” 

(Senthilingham). As urban areas spread, it becomes more and more important to ease 

the pain of commutes, especially as they’ve been linked to lower productivity, which 

creates costs for society as a whole and strangles economic growth.  

Another aspect you might examine is the lack of infrastructure for non-motorized 

transportation (NMT). Bikes are inferior goods to cars, meaning that they are typically 

not preferred to cars, and that people will abandon bikes if they have enough money 

to acquire a car. However, “bikes are more common around the world than cars. A 

median of 42% across the 44 countries say they have a bicycle in working order in their 

home…[bike ownership] is also more common in advanced economies than in 

emerging markets” (Poushter). This is contrary to the traditional narrative that assumes 

people in developing nations are prone to bike-riding.  

This trend of low car and bike ownership in developing nations points to the 

number of people in developing nations living in rural areas, which rarely have the road 

infrastructure to support bikes and cars other than all terrain vehicles. In rural areas, as 

“one billion people live more than two kilometres from an all-season road” (Partnership 
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for Sustainable Low Carbon Transport). At the same time, those living in poverty are 

more likely to be experiencing poverty. According to a study by the Oxford Poverty & 

Human Development Initiative, 84.7% of people in poverty are living in rural areas, 

especially in developing regions. Wealthy countries are more likely to have a higher 

percentage of impoverished people in urban areas (Alkire, et. al.). Those experiencing 

poverty are less able to spend money on transportation, and are therefore more likely 

to rely on aid and trade coming to them directly or walking to their destination. This 

has been a particular challenge in the distribution not just of transportation, but also 

health supplies and aid. 

 

Personal Mobility 
 

Another important and often overlooked aspect of mobility is personal mobility - 

the ability of people to move their bodies. Mobility technology in this regard focuses 

on prosthetics for people with amputations, wheelchairs for people incapable of 

walking, and walkers for those who need them, as examples. This is not a 

comprehensive list, but it points ot the most prevalent technologies that are being 

proliferated and developed today. According to the World Health Organization,  

“more than seventy million people worldwide—roughly one percent of the 

human population—need wheelchairs, and notes that in developing countries 
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only a small percentage of people can actually access them. Without 

wheelchairs, people with mobility impairments may be functionally imprisoned 

at home, and isolated from their communities. From an economic perspective, a 

person inhibited from working due to a mobility impairment is unable to 

productively contribute to the community and the economy” (McCambridge). 

Hence, solving the personal mobility crisis can have major impacts on personal 

well being and national growth. The impacts of lack of personal mobility are vastly 

different between the developing and developed worlds; as researchers at MIT have 

noted, “difficult physical environments (lack of paved roads or paths, rough natural 

terrain, lack of private or public buildings built to accommodate wheelchairs) and 

financial constraints (lack of disposable income and financing options) create additional 

challenges for wheelchair and other mobility technology design” (McCambridge). As 

your focus should be on mobility in the developing world, it’s important consider the 

comprehensive environment in which your solution will be used; if your solution meets 

a need but doesn’t adapt to the environment in which it will be used, it’s again useless. 

Successful projects have often partnered with local and national governments, who 

have a vested interest in increasing their national productivity and ultimately the 

success and wellbeing of their citizens. 

When considering immobile people, one might think of people between the 

ages of 15 and 65 and those older than 65 differently. Those between 15 and 65 are 
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considered able-bodied, that is, able to work and contribute to the growth of the 

economy. Those over 65 are considered elderly and contribute to a country’s 

dependency ratio. The dependency ratio is an equation that examines the number of 

dependents (children under 15 and elderly people over 65) per working age person 

(people aged 15-65) in a country’s population (Investopedia, Dependency Ratio). This 

is an important consideration for countries’ developmental plan, as population growth 

and dependency ratios can have a major impact on productivity. If a person has to stay 

home to take care of their immobile dependent, they are unable to contribute to the 

local economy. Developing nations typically have a high youth dependency ratio, that 

is they have many children per adult, and low elderly dependency ratios. As countries 

develop, their elderly dependency ratio tends to increase, and as such personal 

mobility technology becomes more important.  

Investment in personal mobility technology can not only make obvious 

improvements to life satisfaction for those who were previously immobile, but also 

make a difference in the overall economic health of the country. As people 

experiencing immobility become independent and have the opportunity to contribute 

to their communities, those who were previously tasked with caretaking have the 

opportunity to increase their personal income and therefore their savings and 

consumption. 
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Issues in Mobility  
While mobility is incredibly important for the development of regions and 

nations, it’s equally important to consider the possible drawbacks to investment in this 

infrastructure and how projects can be made more sustainable in order to reach 

development goals and minimize the negative impacts of the projects. If a project’s 

negative impacts outweigh the benefits in the public eye, continued investment will 

likely be discouraged and highly unpopular. 

In Figure 2 below, the diagram illustrates how transportation investments can 

impact the social, environmental, and health status of people and countries more 

broadly. Causes illustrate the reasons for a country’s level of transportation 

infrastructure, the activities show the behaviors that create infrastructure, and the 

outputs highlight the inherent results of those behaviors. Lastly, end results list the 

effects that this investment can have. Keep in mind that these effects are not 

necessarily negative; there can be outstandingly positive and negative results from 

infrastructure investment. 
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Figure 2:  A Diagram illustrating the flow of causes of transportation investment to the 

end results of transportation infrastructure. Bear in mind these impacts can be both 

positive and negative. 

Gender Considerations 
Gender makes a huge difference in terms of safety and the overall experience in 

transportation. There exist “persistent differences in access and personal safety 

constraints for men and women across regions. Cultural norms and social restrictions 

on women's physical mobility appear to be the most limiting factor when it comes to 

accessing transportation – this is across areas, whether urban, peri-urban or rural” 

(Babinard). 
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Many companies have attempted to address this issue through the creation of 

exclusively female and female-owned transportation systems, such as She Rides, Pink 

Ladies, Pink Taxis, She-Taxis, and She-Bus (MAKERS). In developing your solution, 

consider how it might make women more comfortable or safe on public transportation; 

also think about if you can create a solution that improves female safety and comfort in 

mobility. In this aspect, comfort and perceived safety are nearly as important as actual 

safety. If potential criminal offenders’ expected punishment is more powerful than their 

expected reward from committing a crime, then they should be sufficiently deterred 

from committing that crime. 

Environmental Impacts 
It’s not hard to see how your solutions might run into pushback from 

organizations fighting to prevent climate change and the apprehensions of 

communities who are subject to environmental degradation. As noted by the World 

Bank, “transport accounts for about 64% of global oil consumption, 27% of all energy 

use, and 23% of the world’s energy-related CO2 emissions. With motorization rates on 

the rise, the environmental impact of the sector is expected to grow dramatically” 

(World Bank). These environmental impacts aren’t just harmful to the environment 

itself, but to the health and wellbeing of people and animals that live in and do work in 

those environments. This level of pollution has severe impacts on crop yields, water 
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potability, and personal health, all of which impact economic productivity and 

wellbeing.  

In developing your solution, it’s important to consider the environmental impact 

your solution will have–negative or positive. Your solution could contribute to the 

mitigation of these impacts, or be designed to be environmentally conscious. 

Environmentally oriented startups are becoming more attractive to investors, as 

“installation of renewable power capacity hit a new all-time record worldwide [in 2017], 

suggesting the demand for renewable energy remains strong, despite the drop in 

investments” (Relander). As these investments become more attractive, addressing the 

environmental impact of your solution or creating an environmental restoration solution 

will make you more likely to receive seed money.  

Health Impacts 
The health impacts of transportation and mobility are inextricably linked with the 

environmental impacts mentioned earlier, as the degradation or improvement of the 

environment leads to the degradation or improvement of health outcomes for people 

in that environment. These outcomes include things like disease prevalence and 

resource health, but also consider things like vehicular death rates and road traffic 

injuries. These have a personal impact on the people experiencing these outcomes and 

an impact on those who benefit from the use of transportation, as trust is a key part of 

company success. If your company isn’t trusted, it won’t be used, and it will fail.  
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One of the key issues with the proliferation of transportation is “urban outdoor 

air pollution, much of it generated by vehicles, [which] is associated with higher rates of 

cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, among other conditions, and is estimated to 

kill some 1.2 million people annually around the world” (WHO 3). Increases in overall 

pollution levels can lead not just to increased disease prevalence, but also crop failures 

which can increase the prevalence of malnutrition, and unhealthy water, reducing the 

amount of potable water in the world. How might your solution provide an alternative 

to the traditional combustion engine responsible for the unclean transformation of 

gasoline and traditional fuels into pollutants in our air? One could imagine a solution 

that makes emission-free transportation more viable for those in low income countries, 

or possibly an alternative to sell to motor vehicle producers that would make their 

product cleaner and more efficient.  

Further, vehicles are responsible for a large portion of preventable deaths 

around the world; “Road traffic injuries are responsible for another estimated 1.3 

million deaths, and pedestrians and cyclists are among the groups most at risk. A 

significant proportion of injury is related to environmental design of transport and land-

use systems, including the lack of safe space for non-motorized transport” (WHO 3).  

Also, “50 million are injured on the world’s roads every year. Low and middle-income 

countries account for 90% of the deaths although they own just half the world’s motor 

vehicles” (World Bank). Your solution might address ways in which countries and 
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companies can seek to reduce road traffic injuries and fatalities, as this is clearly a 

negative outcome of increased transportation investment. As cars become all the more 

prevalent in developing countries, they need to be made safer. Your solution could 

address ways in which you could make pedestrians safer or make vehicles smarter 

about how their presence is making others less safe. 

When thinking about how to get people from one place to another, one might 

also think about what they are doing as they make that move. Dependence on 

“motorization is a driving force in more sedentary lifestyles. Globally, insufficient 

routine physical activity is estimated to cause some 3.2 million deaths annually; it is a 

risk factor for cardiovascular diseases, cancers of the breast, colon and rectum, and 

diabetes mellitus” (WHO 3). As physical labor becomes increasingly automated, 

considerations need to be made for how to incentivize physical movement throughout 

the day. Desk jobs aren’t conducive to healthy, mobile lifestyles, and are causing 

obesity epidemics in developed countries. As transportation becomes increasingly 

prevalent in a person’s day, it’s important to consider what activity is happening on that 

transportation. Your solution could address the sedentary lifestyle caused by 

transportation, how transportation can increase the minutes a person spends standing 

or moving in a day, or another aspect of the sedentary lifestyle that is becoming 

increasingly prevalent in the modern economy. 
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Entrepreneurial Process 

Ideation 
 

The ideation stage is the first, and usually the hardest step in creating a 

successful company.  However, at the same time it could be the most exciting stage in 

simply letting your creativity run wild.  This stage is where you, as entrepreneurs, 

brainstorm solutions on a qualitative level after determining the problem you want to 

solve.  There aren’t many guidelines at this stage of the entrepreneurial process, but 

the two that you should keep in mind are: 

1. Come up with as many ideas/iterations as you can. The ideas don’t even have to 

be detailed or feasible at all because the goal is to bounce thoughts around with 

your team. Ultimately, the final idea you want to implement should be a 

combination of many branches of different ideas.  

2. Always determine the problem before coming up with a solution. Even in the 

real world, many startups fail because their solution never actually solved any 

demand or problem in society. Take some time and research the region or 

country you’re looking at, and figure out what the biggest problems are. Only 

then can you start framing your solutions around the demands of that problem. 

As an example, some company not too long ago developed an engine that 

could make cars travel twice as fast. It was an extremely innovative solution, but 
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it almost immediately failed because no consumers or car manufacturers had any 

demand for faster cars.  

 

Market Research Process 
 

What happens after the ideation process? Before you can jump into the 

tangibles and begin execution, you must consider market research. Market research is 

the process of assessing the viability of a new good or service through research 

conducted directly with the consumer which allows a company to discover the target 

market and record opinions and other input from consumers regarding interest in the 

product (Investopedia, Market Research). If you have an idea, and are unable to answer 

any of the questions below, reconsider your idea and how you may adapt it. The 

criteria that you should consider, and of which we as the dais will essentially be grading 

you on, is as follows: 

1. Market Identification: Do you fulfill a need in the market? Are you 
creating a solution to a problem? 

There have been many great ideas that have failed simply because it didn’t 

address a problem. In order for your product or service to be a success, people have to 

need it. If you make something people just want, it won’t be compelling enough to 

induce sales and create brand loyalty. For example, consider the real estate industry. 
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For consumers, the problem is needing a place to live and sleep, and for any company 

in the market, the goal is to provide a solution for that problem. 

2.  Market Segmentation: Who specifically in the market expresses 
this need? 

Market segmentation is a marketing term referring to the aggregating of 

prospective buyers into groups, or segments, that have common needs and respond 

similarly to a marketing action. Market segmentation enables companies to target 

different categories of consumers who perceive the full value of certain products and 

services differently from one another (Investopedia, Market Segmentation). You have 

limited funds, so figure out who you are specifically targeting. Is advertisement of 

walking canes more suitable for the youth or the older generation? Make sure you 

understand that audience that your idea provides a solution for. In terms of market 

research, the first steps to targeting often involve going out and surveying people or 

researching an area to find what people’s problems are. Then, knowing the specifics of 

the problem, you are able to see if your product fits as a solution, and possibly 

adapting it to meet the need. 

3.   Market Sizing: How big is this potential market? 
Marketing sizing refers to determining the number of individuals in a certain 

market who are potential buyers and/or sellers of a product or service. Companies are 

interested in knowing the market size before launching a new product or service in an 
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area (Business Dictionary, Market Size). Often, this is the step that most companies 

often deem a major obstacle, as it is not easy to determine who the potential 

customers are. Consider a company that sells water versus a company that sells rocks. 

Everyone drinks water, but how many customers are there in the rock-buying market? 

When doing market sizing, you are often going to be making a lot of assumptions and 

guesses. So always break things down as specific and detailed as possible, in order to 

avoid a large margin of error. Always consider the size of your market as a factor, and 

remember that a small market size isn’t always a bad thing. 

Often, entrepreneurs look for a new market in order to avoid competition. 

Obviously, no one wants to make a social media company and compete with the likes 

of Facebook and Snapchat. However, having competitors in your market isn’t 

necessarily a bad thing either. AT&T and Verizon are able to coexist and still be leaders 

in their industry. Don’t be discouraged to venture into something that hasn’t been 

done before though, as this is the whole idea of BVC. 

4.   Competitor Analysis: How do you plan on differentiating from 
others who have a similar platform? 

Chances are there will be other companies who have or have had similar ideas 

to you, and it is never in your best interest to do the exact same thing as another 

company. Obviously, ideas will overlap and strategies may coexist, and this is the step 

where you as an entrepreneur must come up with creative solutions to differentiate 
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your company from others out there. For example, when Tesla joined the car 

manufacturing industry, it separated itself through technology, and decided to go 

down the path of electrical energy. When Snapchat launched as a social media app, it 

differentiated its chat component by adopting pictures instead of words.  

5.   The Business Model: How will you make money? 
A business model is a company's plan for how it will generate revenues and 

make a profit. It explains what products or services the business plans to manufacture 

and market, and how it plans to do so, including what expenses it will incur 

(Investopedia, Business Model). Finally, after you have considered all of the factors 

above, how are you going to make a return on your investment? This step combines all 

of the previous steps, and is where the different roles of the team really have to work 

cooperatively to piece together a unique and reliable strategy. 

The ideation process is free-flowing, however the market research process is 

where you test if your idea actually works. Make sure you familiarize yourself with the 

different steps of market research, and definitely spend a good amount of time on this 

subject within your teams. 
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Pitching & Funding Process 
 

After conducting extensive market research and considering all possibilities of 

your idea, you should have a viable product or business model to pitch to the dais. The 

most effective pitches aren’t just documents or powerpoints, but need to leverage 

emotional appeal to convince the investors that your solution actually has potential to 

be successful. As you prepare your pitch, make sure you are able to answer these 

questions: 

● What is the problem you are trying to solve? 

● How does your solution work better than other ones that exist/have existed? 

● How can you frame your pitch in a way that allows the investors to sympathize 

with you? 

After your pitch, you will be asked questions from other teams (your 

competitors) as well as the dais. If your pitch is successful, the dais will offer you 

funding to carry into the next round. If not, you will receive feedback to continue to 

develop your business model and framework based on the feedback that you receive.  

With the funding, your team will be presented with competitive resources, which 

will be presented during the conference, that you could potentially purchase, and it’s 

your job as a team to decide what resources to prioritize in order to continue 

developing your company. From there, this process cycle continues round after round, 

with investors offering you funding, and your company iterating upon that funding to 
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build out the model of your business. Obviously, the goal is to act fast, because other 

teams might buy the very limited resources before you. At the same time, don’t forget 

to take necessary time to build out appeal as well, as there is no point to acting fast if 

the investors don’t think your ideas are fleshed out enough. 

A Brief Example 
For example, your idea was to develop a mobile app that would track weather 

patterns across Eastern Africa and predict droughts before they happen. Your team 

pitches this business model, and is offered $500K in funding. You conduct some 

research, and realize that it would cost $200K to build the app and $300K to keep it 

operational. Your team comes back to the investors and explain how the $500K was 

spent, and further elaborate on your plan of  looking into providing a solution to areas 

with severe drought potential. The investors like where this is going, and offer you 

another $2 million to develop your plan. Again, you conduct research and realize that it 

will cost $1 million to provide drought amelioration per country, and the cycle of 

pitching/funding continues. 
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Case Studies 

Tesla 
 

Take a look at the challenges and processes that one of the biggest innovators 

in mobility faced as it went to market. 

Tesla Motors is America’s most valuable car company. The Silicon Valley upstart 

currently has a market capitalization value upwards of $55 billion and, earlier this year, 

eclipsed 100-year old brands like General Motors (GM) and Ford. Tesla is unlike most 

other US car manufacturers, and as Piper Jaffray analyst, Alexander Potter notes, “Tesla 

plays by its own rules.” Tesla has only achieved 2 profitable quarters since its inception 

in 2003, has relatively limited production capabilities (Tesla produced roughly 76,000 

vehicles in 2016 in contrast to GM’s 100 million), and spends its cash at a rate that 

other companies would “likely be crucified for.” While GM and Ford control a larger 

share of the automobile market and are by far the more common sight of the roads in 

the US, these automobile giants have increasingly been unable to overcome Tesla’s 

competitive advantage, which is Tesla’s disruptive and forward thinking mission to 

“accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable energy.” While Tesla in many ways 

seems like one of the most unlikely companies to hold the title of America’s most 

valuable car company, its rank and market cap value send a clear reminder that a 
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company’s value is not just in its past and current accomplishments but hope and 

excitement for its future achievements and importance.  

Moreover, American’s growing shift towards Tesla hints at America’s transition 

to environmentally friendly and sustainable practices. GM may have never lost its title 

as America’s most valuable car company and Tesla may have never come to be if GM 

fully pursued what, in the past, seemed like its shift into sustainable and 

environmentally friendly practices. Rewinding back to the 1990s, GM produced the 

EV1 – an electric car that seemed to deliver the full package: the EV1 utilized the best 

battery technology to date and was backed by America’s biggest car manufacturer. 

The EV1 was GM’s response to California’s 1990 Zero Emissions Vehicle Mandate, a 

legal regulation part of the Low Emission Vehicle Program that aimed to improve 

California’s air quality. The EV1 was popular among the small number of people who 

got to lease one between 1996 and 1999, however, the electric car was short-lived. 

GM ultimately sent all of its EV1s to the crushers, as California loosened its 

environmental regulations, and the EV1s were deemed by GM too expensive to 

continue to produce. The automobile space saw little change or disruption since the 

discontinuation of the EV1. Car manufactures continued to operate on the ideology 

that Americans were not interested in environmentally sustainable alternatives and 

were solely committed to conventional combustion engines. GM subsequently took its 

focus away from innovative energy solutions and turned instead to promoting gas-
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guzzling cars such as the Hummer.  In 2003, Tesla Motors was started by a team of 

engineers who were dismayed by the direction that the automobile industry was taking 

and strived to show that electric cars were superior to gasoline powered cars. Tesla 

engineers started by first designing a powertrain, a mechanism by which power is 

transmitted from engine to axle. Tesla also brought in Elon Musk, an individual who 

had demonstrated his expertise in working with start-ups with his recent success with 

PayPal, to help build Tesla into a success. Musk led Tesla’s $7.5 million Series A 

financing round, $13 million Series B funding, and also its $40 million Series C funding. 

Finally in 2008, Tesla produced its first vehicle – the Tesla Roadster.  

The Roadster would push the boundaries of what it meant to be an electric car, 

as the Roadster achieved 245 miles per charge of its battery and could accelerate from 

0 to 60mph in less than 4 seconds. Furthermore, Tesla would go on to sell more than 

2,400 Roadsters and can now be found in more than 30 countries worldwide. The path 

to the Roadster’s launch was not a smooth ride by any means. The company was 

burning through cash with its research and development for sustainable technology. 

Musk himself injected $70 million of his personal funds to keep the company alive. 

Even with the eventual release of the Roadster, the company had trouble reassuring 

the public of the Roadster’s reliable performance and also struggled to deliver orders 

to consumers on time. In June 2009, with the company in need of more financing, 

Tesla took a $465 million from the United States Department of Energy. Despite its 
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troubles, Tesla still undeniably possessed a unique product that gathered interest 

among investors. On June 29, 2010, Tesla raised $226 million in its initial public 

offering (IPO) and was the first American car company to go public since Ford in 1956. 

Afterwards, Tesla would go on to produce the Model S, the world’s first premium 

electric sedan, in 2012. The Model S was deemed Motor Trend’s 2013 Car of the Year 

and received a 5-star safety rating from the US National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration.  

Additionally in 2012, Tesla unveiled its network of Superchargers, which 

provides high speed charging for Tesla vehicles and would allow consumers to never 

have to visit another gas station or spend another cent on gasoline. Fast forward to the 

present and Tesla Motors has become America’s most valuable and arguably the 

world’s most important car company. With each new model and iteration, Tesla is 

releasing more efficient cars that can be accessed by the mass public. Tesla is about to 

begin production of its Model 3, which is the company’s first all-in effort to provide a 

car for the mass market, and the Model 3 will retail at $35,000, which is half the price of 

Tesla’s high-end Model S. Tesla has already received half a million pre-orders for the 

Model 3. Tesla’s growth is undeniable, as worldwide sales of Tesla’s products spiked 

from 5,000 vehicles in 2012 to 76,000 in 2016. Revenue has also seen a large increase 

as well, reaching $7 billion in 2016 (when Tesla was only generating $200 million 5 

years prior) and is projected to achieve $19 billion in 2018 according to Bloomberg. 
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Car manufactures around the world are taking note of Tesla’s growing success. 

Volkswagen Group is joining the electric car race and has announced it will be 

releasing four all electric cars by 2023. Considering all the brands under Volkswagen 

Group (Audi, Bentley, Porsche, etc.), VW possesses much greater production 

capabilities than Tesla (VW group claims it can produce the aggregate amount of cars 

Tesla produced in 2016 in 2 days), which can accelerate the world’s shift into electric 

cars as more options are offered in the marketplace as well as larger supplies become 

available.  

Ultimately, the direction the automobile sector is headed seems to be towards 

environmentally friendly and sustainable technologies. In the face of alarmingly high 

emission levels globally, Tesla is proving its value by disrupting an industry that had 

seen little innovation since the 1990s. Tesla’s entry into the car industry was unique in 

that, rather than providing a cheap electric car that could be accessed by the masses, 

they did the opposite and focused their attention on creating a compelling car that 

could give a preview of the electric car’s potential. After capturing the attention of the 

car industry with the Tesla Roadster, Tesla has evolved its business model to gradually 

move towards servicing the needs of the mass public by creating a network of 

Superchargers and developing increasingly accessible automobiles. While we still have 

to wait to test for the global community’s appetite for completely electric cars, Tesla’s 
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market cap valuation seems to be hinting an inevitable transition into eco-friendly and 

sustainable cars. 

 

World Bicycle Relief 
Multiple companies have began to develop and implement solutions to alleviate 

the transportation problem in third world countries that serves as a barrier to social 

advancement. A lack of infrastructure, poverty, and little to no governmental support 

exacerbates the pre-existing problems and enforces a cyclical cycle of social 

immobility. Companies such as World Bicycle Relief aim to take matters into their own 

hands and increase the transportation capacity for people living in underdeveloped 

and developing areas. 

World Bicycle Relief, WBR, is an organization founded in 2005 which provides 

bicycles to students, entrepreneurs, and others who need them in regions of Africa, 

Southeast Asia, and South America. In these regions, infrastructure is often poorly 

developed and barely present, roads are overcrowded, railroads are not maintained, 

and airports are not always functional. (Tancott, 2014) WBR aims to circumvent these 

problems and focus on a self-sustainable method of transportation through bicycles. A 

“Buffalo Bicycle” is provided to those in need, and the recipient is more likely to attend 

school, receive healthcare, and further economic opportunities. For example in a 
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village in Kenya it would take women three to six hours to walk and collect water, and a 

bike would halve the time and greatly decrease the energy required for such a task. For 

developing and rural areas where walking is the only affordable mode of 

transportation, bicycles provide a sustainable alternative that requires no infrastructure. 

(Brown University, 2009) 

Over the course of the company’s founding, WBR has worked to alleviate crises 

such as the Indian Ocean Tsunami and the AIDS epidemic in Zambia. The company has 

tailored the product to be self-sustainable in the places delivered. Not only is the 

bicycle extremely durable, it can be fixed with simple tools available nearly everywhere. 

The design of the bicycle is specifically made to increase its carrying capacity, thus the 

rider can quickly transport larger loads of materials while simultaneously decreasing the 

energy needed to be exerted for that task. 

The founders, FK Day and Leah Missbach initially created the idea for the 

organization after the devastation from the Indian Ocean Tsunami hindered the lives 

for thousands living in Sri Lanka. Instead of simply writing a check to donate, Day and 

Missbach wanted to figure out what steps they could take to help people in the short 

term rather than just the long term. The answer was simple: bicycles for transportation. 

Day, a founder of a leading bicycle manufacturer, wanted to put his industry skills to 

the test through the creation of a non-profit that would help improve the day to day 

lives of millions and thus was the creation of WBR. WBR is a registered 501c3 non-
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profit, and is one of the most reputable companies working towards economic and 

social change. Starting from a donation of just under 25,000 bicycles, the two have 

developed a thriving company through cooperation from industry professionals and 

other corporations. 

The founders consistently cite their global partnerships as fundamental in the 

startup of WBR for advice and support. One of the initial struggles of the company was 

adapting the typical bicycle into a product that could be used on multiple terrains, in 

different climates, and required very few tools or technical experience to repair. In 

order to make the bicycle adaptable, the company utilized research conducted by the 

bike industry as well as field testing on four different continents until they were able to 

perfect the final product known as the “Buffalo Bicycle” (Szczepanski, 2013). Even 

today the product is still being perfected and improved, version 11 of the bicycle is 

being developed right now. 

The success that WBR initially received through the bicycle has allowed them to 

adapt and develop their business model to incorporate other modes of poverty 

alleviation. The company has developed two separate branches of the company, one 

focused on charitable work and the other on social enterprising. On the charitable side 

of the company, WBR provides bicycles and training for mechanics to help increase 

quality of life. On the social enterprise aspect, microfinance loans have become 

available through WBR as well as bicycles sold for a profit to help support the 
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company. The company is funded mainly by individual contributions (68%), and the rest 

from earned income through the social enterprise program (30%). Currently, the 

founders collaborate with the United Nations Environmental Programme as well as 

non-profits such as Global Impact to continue the work that is increasing the wellbeing 

for people across the world. World Bicycle Relief is consistently working towards 

improvement, for not only bicycles but also programs that would work towards 

advancing the social and economic wellbeing of those in poverty. 

 

Questions to Consider 

1. How does gender inequities in traditional transport systems influence your 

approach to developing your startup? How could you account for this difference 

of experience in your solution? 

2. What distinguishes the experience of entrepreneurs in developing nations from 

that of those in developing nations? 

3. Look for a similar idea that has already been tried before (it could even be the 

same idea that has already been implemented in a different region), what made 

it successful or what led to its failure? 

4. Based on the case study and your own research, how was Tesla able to achieve 

success amid all the competition and obstacles? 
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